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Abstract 
Manara and Marchi have recently given a system of axioms for point-reflection geometries. In this 
note classes of kinematic spaces are considered in which such reflection geometries can be found. It 
will be shown that with an additional axiom they can be described by the core in the sense of Bruck 
(1971) of commutative kinematic spaces without involutory elements. 
1. A set of axioms for point-reflection geometry 
Manara and Marchi had proposed a set of axioms for a point-rejection geometry 
(I, *, A) generalizing the case of Euclidean planes. 
Let Z be a nonempty set of points and ^ : I + I’ a mapping such that the following 
axioms (A) hold: 
(Al) 2(x)=x for all x~l. 
(A2) If a,b,xeZ, afb then a(x)#b^(x). 
(A3) If a,x~Z then a(s(x))=x. 
(A4) For all a, bEZ there is CEZ such that ?(a)= b. 
By (A2) and (A3) we have the following. 
(1) In (A4) c is unique and the 2 are involutions and so bijections. 
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Furthermore let a relation d between pairs of distinct points in I be given which 
fulfils the following axioms (D): 
(Dl) For all a, b,c,d, e,&l: (a, b)d(c,d), (a, b)A(e,f) * (c, d)A(e,f). 
(D2) For all a,x,yel: (x,y)d@(x),B(y)). 
(D3) For all a,b,xEI; a#x#b#u: (a,x)A(x,b) o (a,x)A(a,b). 
By (Dl), (D2) and (A3) A is an equivalence relation. Hence a set Y := { a,b; a, bel, 
a # b} of lines can be introduced by a,b:= {x~l; (a, x)A(u, b)} u {u}. Furthermore, in -- 
9’ a parallelism relation (1 can be defined by a,b 11 c, : o (a, b) A (c, d), for all a, b, c, d&J. 
Thus, (I, 9, (I) is a linear space with parallelism where, for any GE%, 1 G I>, 3 and I^ is 
a regular set of involunto dilatations (cf. [7]). 
In any linear space, for a subset M (of points), we will denote by fi the smallest 
subspace that contains M and by a,b for a # b, the line through a and b. 
(2) There is a one - one correspondence between the point-rejection geometries (I, A, A) 
with (A) and (D) and the linear spaces with multiplication (I, 3, .) sharing the following 
properties: 
(a) (I, 9) is a linear space with parallelism (I ; 
(b) (I, .) is a quasigroup with: 
(i) for all xEZ: x*=x; 
(ii) for all u,xEl: a(ux)=x. 
(c) (D,): For all a~1 the mapping a, : I -+ I; x -+ ax is a dilatation, i.e. for all GE%: 
uG&Y and aGI(G. 
Proof. If (A) is given let a. b:=&(b). Then (A) means (b); moreover, (a) and (c) are 
fulfilled as shown in [7]. For the other direction, let us denote, for all u~l: d := a,. By 
(2b) the axioms (A) are then fulfilled. 
It remains to show that in (I, 4e, .) a relation A can be defined which fulfils (D). For -- 
all u,b,c,d~Z with u#b, c#d, let A be defined as (u,b)A(c,d):o u,bllc,d. Then (Dl) 
holds because 1) is transitive; (D2) is a consequence of (2~) and (D3) follows from the 
Euclidean axiom for parallelism. q 
I .I. Derived point-reflection geometries 
Let a kinematic space (P, Y, ‘) be given, namely, a linear space (P, 9) with a group 
structure (P, .) such that 
(K,,,) for all a, bEP: P+ P; x -+ uxb is a collineation, 
(F) for all u~P\{l}: G is a subgroup. 
Furthermore, let the group (P, .) be commutative (denoted by writing the binary 
operation t. A commutative kinematic space is exactly an ubeliun translation 
structure in the sense of Andre Cl].) Let the mapping x -+ 2x be bijective in (P, + ). 
Then for any U,VEP there is m such that u+u=m+m, i.e. there is rnEP such that 
v-m = m - U. This is, for example, fulfilled in the finite case with 1 P ( odd, where P is 
always an elementary-abelian p-group [2]. In the kinematic space (P, 9, +) define for 
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all UEP: 
8: 
P + P, 
x+u-x+a. 
Then one calculates easily that for the set P, the axioms (A) are fulfilled, and the same 
holds for the (D) axioms with respect to the relation (a, b)d(c,d) :o ~-CEO, b-u. 
Such a point-reflection geometry (P, A, A) will be called derived, and the quasigroup 
(P, . ) associated to it, as in (2), is just the core of (P, +) in the sense of [3]. 
From this definition of A we get x~{ycP; (a,y)A(a,b))u{u} o x-u~O,b-a 
o XE~. Thus, the lines (P, 59) coincide with the lines of the derived point-reflection 
geometry and, moreover, the parallelisms in both structures coincide as (a, b)A(c, d) 
means that d-c and b-u are linearly dependent. 
2. Further binary operations on I 
The quasigroup (I,.) associated to a point-reflection geometry as shown in (2) can 
be endowed with a new binary operation 
*: (u,b) i 
ZXZ-,Z, 
-+u*b:=x such that xu=b. 
Thus, (I, *) is a commutative quasigroup where x*x=x for all XEZ. 
If we now fix an element u~Z and define a further binary operation on I: 
ZXZ-+Z, 
” (a,@ .i + uob:=auwbu, 
it turns out that (I, o) is a commutative loop with identity u, a principal isotopic of the 
quasigroup (I, * ); actually a o b = u; ‘(a) * u; l(b) (cf. [3, page 561). 
Moreover, for XEZ we have x o x = xu * xu = xu, so for any y~l there exists exactly 
one XEZ such that y = xu =x o x and the mapping x + x ox is a bijection. Thus, we 
have the following result. 
(3) Let (I, .) be the quasigroup dejned in a point-rejection geometry in the sense of (2). 
On I a commutative loop (I, o) can be defined where x + xox is a bijection. 
Let a point-reflection geometry (I, 9, .) be given by a quasigroup as in (2) and let, 
furthermore, 
(D,) For all UEZ and for all GE?? there is bEZ such that Gu=bG. 
In the language of [7] (D,.) means: 
(D4) For all a, x, y:Z: (x, y)d (a(u), P(u)), 
i.e. there exists bel: b(g)=J(u), and Ga=bG 9 Gu 1) G o (~l(u),~,(u))A(g,,gz). 
(D,) is valid in a point-reflection geometry derived from a commutative kinematic 
space (P, 99,. ). In fact, let UEP and G := c + HER be given with OEH and let b be such 
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that b+b=c+c+c--a Then for g:=c+hEc+H, we have b^(g(a))=c+c+c-a- 
(c+h+c+h-a)=c-h-ZEc+H. 
(4) If in (I, 3, .) condition (DI) holds, then for any UEZ, the mapping a, : Z + I; x -+ xa is 
a dilatation of the geometric structure (I, %,II) and furthermore an algebraic automor- 
phism of (I,. ). 
Proof. (a) Because of (D,) and (2~) one has, for any EZ: a,(G) 11 G for all GEY. 
(b) We have to show that (xa)(ya)=(xy)a. 
-- 
Case 1 (x, y, a not collinear): Then (xa) (ya), a = xa, yya /I xa, y = xm /I a,xy and 
- - -- - - 
(xa) (ya)~xa, ya na, xy, xy~X, =S (xy)a~x, ya = xa, ya * (xy)a~xa, ya n a, xy, and, 
therefore, (xy)a = (xa) (ya). 
Case 2 (x, y, a collinear): Choose z~Z\q. Then (xy)a~xz, xya = { (xz)all xz, xy } = 
{(xz)4lKTy) and ( xa ya E xa ~={(xa)(za)~~~}={(xz)a~~~} by case 1. As )( 1 ( 1 
we also have {xy> a, (xa) (ya)~m, we have (xy)a = (xa) (ya). Cl 
Assuming that (DJ holds, for any acZ the mapping a, : I + I; x + a*x =x*a is the 
inverse of a, since for any XEZ: a,(a,(x))=(a*x)a=x and a,(a,(x))=a*(xa)=x, hence it 
is a dilatation of (I, 3, II). This implies that a,. . Z + I; x -+ aox=xoa is a dilatation, too, 
since for XEZ: a,(x) = a o x = au *xu = (au)*(u,(x)), where (au), and U, are dilatations. 
Hence, (I, $!?, 11, o) is a fibred incidence loop with parallelism (cf. [9, 121). Furthermore, in 
this case we can show that o is a group multiplication: For all GEM and all UEZ we have: 
(a) if gEG and aoG=G then aegG’ and therefore aO(g;l(G))=g;‘(G) as 
uEg;‘(G), i.e., one has goa=aog~G, i.e., aEgo’( 
(b) if UEG and bel, then ao(bo G)=(ao b)o G because both sides are parallels to 
G through a o b. 
(c) if aoG=G and bEZ then ao(boG)=boG, because by (b) ao(boG)= 
ao(bo(go g~‘(G))=ao((bog)og,‘(G))=(ao(bog))og,’(G)=((bog)oa)og~‘(G) 
=(bog)o(aog;‘(G))=(bog)og;‘(G)=boG by (a). 
Therefore, lo:= (ao; awl } is a regular set of collineations such that for any ZEZ~ and 
any G, HER one has: 
(1) r(G) G> 
(2) z(G)=G, G(/H*z(H)=H by (c). 
Because of [7], (3.3) for G, HE%, Gn H = kk’ one has the parallelogram condition 
ho(koG)ngo(koH)={h~~G}n{g/~H)#~andso(Z,~,/~,o)isadoublespace.Then 
by [6, (2.1), (2.2)] in the special case of II 1 = II1 (I,, o ) is a group. 
For the structure derived from (I, 9, o ) we have a o a = x o b o au = au * au = xu * bu 
o xu=(au)(bu), that means ab=x by (4). Hence, (I, .) is the core of (I, 0). Thus we 
have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let (I, .) be the quasigroup defined in a point-reflection geometry in the 
sense of (2). (I, Y, .) fuljils (DI) if and only if it is derived from a commutative kinematic 
space where x + x2 is a bijection. 
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Remark. As a consequence of Theorem 1, for the quasigroup (I, .) of the point- 
reflection geometry fulfilling (D,) also the mappings al are automorphisms, and this in 
conjunction with (4) means that (I, .) is a so-called distributive quasigroup. 
Now we consider the set T= {hi; a, bel} in a derived point-reflection (I,^, d). For 
all XEZ we have: &(x)=t,,,_,,(x):=2(u-b)+x and ai=& if and only if for all XEZ: 
2(a-b)+x=2(c-d)+x. Thus, T={z~(,-~); a, bEI}. T is exactly the group of left 
additions of the group (I, +) and so isomorphic with (I, +). 
Let(Z,^, d) be any point-reflection geometry, let I^:={a; UEZ} and T:=Zl; the 
geometric condition (D,) can be replaced by an algebraic one: 
(Inv) The product of three elements of I^ is involuto. 
As shown in [7, (3.3 ii)], because of (D[) this is equivalent to 
(Inv)’ i" c I. 
By [7, (1.4) (3.2)], the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) i3=z. 
(b) T is a group. 
(c) T is a commutative group. 
(d) T acts regularly on I. 
(e) For any i~z: i2 = ly. 
From this it follows that T has the same geometric structure as Z and it carries the 
structure of a commutative group. 
(5) In any point-rejection geometry (Inv) o (D,). 
Proof. (+) Given Gu choose gEG and let BEZ such that bu=g. Then for any g’EG: 
s’a=b(b(g’(a(a))))=b(a(g’b(a)))=b(a(g’g))Eb(a(g’G)). As g’= {g’g’ll G} = {gg II G>=gG, 
we have g’uEb(u(g(G)))=cG for a suitable U. 
( =) By theorem 1 the point-reflection geometry is derived from a commutative 
kinematic space and, therefore, T is isomorphic to a commutative group. Thus, (Inv) 
holds. 0 
And by [6, (3.6)] we have the following corollary. 
Corollary. For any point-reflection geometry. Zf (I, Y,.) furfils (DI) or (Inv) it can be 
embedded into a vector space (V, K) over a commutative jield K with char K # 2 such 
that for all a, beZ one has ub = a - b + a. 
3. Kinematic groups 
Let (P, 9, .) be a kinematic space in which 1 giwhere Z denotes the set of involutory 
elements. Then one can show that Z is a subspace of (P, 9) [4, Corollary of (5)]. P acts 
in a natural way by conjugation on I. For all UEP let 
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Now denoting by NL the normalizer of a set L in (P, .) let the following condition be 
valid: 
(N) NL=L for all L:=G, iEZ. 
Then, as shown in [4], P acts faithfully on I. For such a faithful operation, we say that 
(P, 3, I, .) is a kinematic group. A similar situation is that of the real Euclidean plane 
which can be embedded into its group of proper motions as the set of involutions (viz., 
the point reflections). This fact was pointed out, independently, by Blaschke and 
Griinwald in 1911. 
(6) Let (I’, 3, I,.) be a kinematic group whichfuljls (N). 
(a) Zfa,beZ, afb, B:=l,ab then a,beN,. 
(b) ~nZ’={l}for all xel. 
(c) For all XEZ: x is the only jixpoint of2 in I. 
(d) For all u,b,xEZ one has 1(G)=u,b or z(G)nG=@. 
(e) Let I”:= {ii; UEZ} act transitively on 1. Any ueZ2 is a square of an element in Z2. 
The same holds for any set il, iEZ. 
Proof. (a) follows from aZ?u = au, uubu = B and bBb = B. -- 
(b) Ifu,b~Zandub~~xZ2withu#bthenL=1,x=1,ubbut NL#Lby(a)since 
a and b are not both in L because of 141 
(c) Follows because of (N) and l$?. 
(d) Let cEZ(a,b)na,. Then 5?(c)~2(&%b)na, nd, therefore, either c#~(c) and - - 
n(h)=c,2(c)=u, b or c=n(c) and so c=x by (c) and, therefore, assuming x #a, I - - 
:(u,b)=2((a,)=xux,x=x(ux, l)=x(xu, l)=a,==. 
(e) Let a = iii2 with iI, i2EZ. As iacts transitively on Z there is i* such that i2 = i*iIi* 
and, therefore, ~=(i,i*)~. cl 
The next property follows at once from the definitions and from (6b): 
(7) Let (P, 9, I, .) be us in (6). Then the axioms (Al)-(A3) are vulidfor the set Z of points 
by denoting i? := 2 for all XEZ. Furthermore, (A4) is valid ifund only if facts transitively 
on I. 
If I” acts transitively on Z then T := I”’ also acts transitively. It is known that in 
a kinematic space (P, 9,. ), in general, there are two parallelisms Ill, 11,. 
(8) Let (P, 3, I,. ) be a kinematic group with (N) and r” transitive. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent 
(a) Z3 c I. 
(b) Ill= IL in 1. 
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-- - 
Proof. (a) =S (b): For any a, b, CGZ: (c IIt a,b} = caa,b= c, cub = c, bat = a, but = 
{c Ilra,b). 
(b) = (a): As T is transitive, for a, CEZ there is r=fi%T such that r(a)=c and 
z=~~)=(UV)-1~buv={(UV)-‘u Illa,} 
-- 
UU={(UU)-la /I,a,}uu={c II,u,b}=a,buc 
=c, but =S bucel and, therefore, Z3 c I. 0 
-- 
(9) Let (P, C3, I, .) satisfy (8a). Then for (a, b)A(c, d) :o a, b 11 c,d the axioms (D) are 
fuljilled. 
Proof. (Dl) holds because II is an equivalence relation. 
(D2): a(x),d(y)=cZ(x, IllX, because III= llr. 
(D3): (a, x) A (x, b) o a, b, x collinear o (a, x) A(u, b). 0 
Thus, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let (P, 3, I, ‘) be a kinematic group with (N), i transitive and Z3 c I. Then 
(I, “, A) is a point-rejection geometry with (Inv). 
Furthermore (cf. [4]) we have the following result. 
(10) Let (P, 3, I, .) be us in Theorem 2. Then 
(i) Z’oP, 
(ii) Z2 is ubeliun, 
(iii) P = I2 x l,i for one igZ is a semidirect product, 
(iv) For all XEZ the mapping 
z + z2, 
4x1 
i --* xi 
is a collineution. - 
(v) 1, i contains a unique involution. 
One can easily calculate that from the semidirect product operation in (IOiii) the 
conjugation is given by: 
(P) (~)(u,~)=(b,Ic)(a,4)(~-1(b-1),~-1)=(blc(a)~~K-1(b-1),~~~-1) 
From this for I:= {(a, -‘); UEZ’} one gets the core multiplication on Z2. 
4. Split extensions of kinematic spaces 
By Marchi and Zizioli [lo] the following examples of kinematic spaces are given. 
Let us define an automorphism of a kinematic space (A, Y, .) as a collineation of (A, $9) 
that is furthermore an automorphism of (A, .). 
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(MZ) Let (A, 3,.) be a kinematic space and (M,.) an automorphism group of the 
kinematic space such that the following condition is valid: 
(K) For all aEA\{l}, f or all pEM\(id} there exists exactly one XEA such that 
xp(x-‘)=a. 
Then P:= Axl M with the binary operation 
.. PxP+P, 
’ i ((a, ~0, (h 4) -, h-44, CLV) 
is a kinematic space with the set of lines $:= {(b,v).B,; (b,v)EP,aEA} u{(b,v).X; 
(b,v)EP,X~~(l)}where~(l)isthesetoflinesthroughlinAandB,:={(a~(a-‘),~);4EM). 
Remarks. (a) One can show that (K) is also fulfilled for a= 1. 
(b) Comparing the B, one sees that the conjugates of 
in the semidirect product P of the kinematic groups (take a = 1 in (P)) are defined as in 
(MZ). 
(11) Let P= A x M be as in (MZ). If M contains an involution z then I: x + x- ‘, hence 
A is commutative, and moreover it does not contain an involutory element. 
Proof. For any ALE M if p2 = id then for any aEA\{ l} by (K) one has a = xp(x- ‘) and 
thus p(a) = p(x)x- ’ = (xp(x-‘))-‘=a-‘. Since zfid, upon setting a=1 and p=z in 
condition (K), we get that x2 = 1 implies x = 1. 0 
Let A be a kinematic space with automorphism group M that contains an involu- 
tion z, and fulfills (K). From (11) we know that A is commutative and z: a --) a-‘. 
Hence, I = {a, z); aEA} is the set of all involutory elements of P= Axl M. One easily 
reaches from (K) and the uniqueness of the involution in M the following conclusions: 
(i) for z and b there exists a such that b=az(a- ‘)=a’. Therefore, (A, .) is an 
example for a point-reflection geometry. 
(ii) (N) is fulfilled: With B,:=l,(a2,={a<(a-‘,t); <EM} from (P) one gets 
(b, zc)(a*, z)(C’(bb’), zc -‘)=(a’,z) o a2zc(am2)=b2 o azc(a-‘)=b o (b,zc)EB,. That 
means NB, = B,. 
(iii) Furthermore, for IC = I: (b, z) (a2, z) (b- ‘, z) = (b2a- 2, z). Therefore, I acts under 
conjugation transitively on I. 
(iv) 13cI. 
Therefore, one has the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let P= Axl M be as in (MZ) such that M contains an involution. Then 
P acts as a kinematic group on the set I of the involutory elements, (N) is fulfilled, I”is 
transitive on I. I3 c I and A= 12. 
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(12) Let (P,g,I,.) be as in Theorem 2. Then the subgeometry (I u 12,C9,,,I~, I;) can be 
described by (MZ) with A= 12, M = {id, I}. 
Proof. For the semidirect product P of (1Oiii) one has only to consider (K). - 
(Uniqueness): For k1EZ2 and j~l,z one has jklj-‘=kl 0 (kl)-‘jkl=j * klENT;; 
o k=l. 
(Existence): For 1~1 this is fulfilled because crz(a- ‘) = r o aza- ’ = ZZEI and c1 exists 
because of the transitivity of F Cl 
As in any commutative kinematic space (A, 9, + ) with x + 2x a bijection 
z : x + x- ’ is a nonidentical automorphism that fulfils (K), we have a split extension 
AX {id, z} and therefore putting together the Theorems l-3 we get the following 
results. 
For a linear space (I, 3) the following properties are equivalent: 
(1) On I an addition + is defined such that (I, 9, + ) is a commutative kinematic space 
with x -+ 2x a bijection. 
(2) On I a point-reflection geometry (I, -, A) is definedfor which (D4) or equivalently 
(Inv) holds such that (I,9) is a linear space belonging to this geometry. 
(3) There is a kinematic group (P, ZJr, I, .) with 9 c gr,, I c P acting transitively on I, 
(N) and Z3 c I. 
(4) There is a split extension AX M of a commutative kinematic space A in which 
(I, 9) is the subspace of all involutory elements and I2 = A. 
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